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Description 2023 Keystone RV Fuzion 419, Keystone RV Fuzion toy hauler 419 highlights: 15'
Garage Area Loft w/Bunk Mat Bath and a Half Opposing Sofas Exterior Utility
Storage You will have plenty of room to store your off-road toys with a 15' garage
area that comes with an Adjust-A-Track system! Once you unload your toys with
the 8' MORryde zero gravity ramp door, you can set up the dual opposing sofas
with a queen bed above, the LED TV, and the loft with a bunk mat, plus there is a
half bathroom and one of the dual entrance doors to the unit. The chef will have
everything they need to prepare their best home cooked meals and others can sit
at the center table with swing-out stools to socialize with them while they prepare
it. Gather together on the residential four person sofa slide for movie night with
the entertainment center which has a fireplace for an even cozier evening. The
dual entry bathroom makes it easy for everyone to freshen up in, especially those
staying in the front private bedroom which has a front master closet with an area
prepped to add a washer and dryer for clean clothes throughout your trip and a
residential king bed slide! Get your adrenaline pumping with any one of these
Keystone RV Fuzion fifth wheel toy haulers! The frame welded, Adjust-A-Trac tie-
downs have 38 points to fully secure your toys as you travel, and the extended
garage lengths have outside storage so you can haul bigger toys. A fully enclosed
fuel pump station is integrated with the iN-Command smart RV control system
with Global Connect. The equalizer six-point hydraulic leveling system makes
setting up a breeze. And the exclusive Omni-Chill technology offers high-
efficiency air conditioning and maximum cooling. The interior provides fiberglass
backed linoleum flooring, extra-tall slide height, solid wood cabinet and drawer
frames, and extra tall ceilings with crown molding to mention a few attention to
details features. Choose a Fuzion because you want to be seen with the best RV
garage for power sports enthusiasts and enjoy comfort and amenities when you
are away!

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 284981
VIN Number: 4YDFFZV36PF810043
Condition: New
Length: 44
GVW: 20000
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 3
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